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Title: Rising sea levels are visibly changing some parts of the Top End 

First Broadcast: Jan 2021 

Source: ABC’s 7.30 Report 

Minutes: 6:08 

Video & Script: 
https://www.abc.net.au/7.30/rising-sea-levels-are-visibly-changing-some-
parts/13052458 

Summary: 
Kakadu National Park and other parts of the Northern Territory are undergoing 
noticeable changes as a result of rising sea levels. 

 
 
KEY WORDS 

Below is a list of words which appear in the report - can you match the words with their correct 
definition? Use a dictionary to help you if you aren’t sure. 
 
alter, change completely and normally in a 
positive way 

 

be packed with, be full  
distributed irregularly and in different places, 
separate 

 

encroachment on  
flood, overwhelm  
huge, very great in size  
made up of small or fine parts, easily upset or 
affected 

 

obvious, clear  
relating to the sea or the plants and animals that 
live in the sea 

 

show by one's appearance, become apparent 
through the appearance of symptoms 

 

spread out over a large area  
succeed, prosper, flourish  
very serious or worrying, depressing  

 

sprawl across (v) 
brim with wildlife (v) 
vast (adj) 
manifest (v) 
transform the region (v) 
marine ecosystem (adj) 
saltwater intrusion (n) 
plain to see (adj) 
thrive (v) 
scattered (adj) 
grim (adj) 
delicate ecosystem (adj) 
inundate (v) 
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SUMMARY 
 
Kakadu National Park and other parts of the Northern Territory are undergoing noticeable changes as a 
result of rising sea levels. 
 
FOCUS QUESTIONS 
 
 
Ø Where is Kakadu National Park? What is the landscape like? 

Ø How is climate change impacting on the landscape of Kakadu National Park? 

Ø If more of Kakadu's wetlands become flooded with saltwater, what impact does this have on the 
ecosystem? 

Ø What can be done about this problem? 

Ø The Northern Territory Government installed a network of barrages in the 1980s to slow the invading 
saltwater. What are barrages? How do they work? 

Ø Should the world be doing more to prevent climate change? 

 
  
COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS 
 
After watching the report, try to answer the following questions 
 
 
1. How long has fisherman Chris Mills been coming to Kakadu National Park to go fishing? 

 

2. He knows the waterways and channels around the Mary River on Kakadu's western edge like the 

back of _______________________________. 

 

3. The CSIRO predicts rising sea levels in the Top End could flood how much of Kakadu's wetlands 

with saltwater?  

 

4. As the saltwater keeps pushing up the waterways and channels of Kakadu's wetlands, it creates a 

habitat for which plant species to thrive? _______________________________. 

 

5. What has the Northern Territory Government found in regard to the barrages installed in the 1980s to 

slow the invading saltwater?  

As sea levels continue to rise, ____________________________________________ . 

 

6. Besides rising sea levels, what is another threat to the delicate ecosystem of Kakadu National Park? 

Annual wet seasons are becoming more unpredictable and ___________________________ . 
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CLOZE 
 
Use the words to complete the sentences  
 
The form of the word may need to be changed 
 

sprawl                brim               vast               manifest 
transform             marine               intrusion               plain               thrive 

scattered               grim               delicate               inundate 

 
 
 
 
1. After posting racist remarks on Facebook, the pop star was ………………………………. with hate mail and 

had to close their account. 
2. After struggling in the first few months of being at the new school, the girl soon began to make new 

friends and ………………………………. academically. 
3. After surviving a heart attack, the man underwent a big ………………………………. in terms of lifestyle such 

as giving up smoking and drinking and jogging 10 km every day. 
4. Alzheimer's disease normally ………………………………. as problems with remembering things. 
5. Even though the city had a population of less than a million people, its suburbs ………………………………. 

for more than 60 kilometres from north to south. 
6. It was ………………………………. to all the spectators at the ground that the footballer had suffered a 

serious injury after being tackled heavily. 
7. The Amazon is a ………………………………. region that spans across eight countries. 
8. The Great Barrier Reef has a huge variety of ………………………………. life, including more than 600 types 

of soft and hard corals and 1625 types of fish. 
9. The island’s coastal waters were once ………………………………. with fish and provided a large amount 

export income. Now the local fishermen could barely catch enough to feed their families 
10. The media company owned more than 20 regional newspapers and radio stations 

………………………………. across the country. 
11. The relationship between native animals and their habitat can be very ……………………………….. That’s 

why introduced species in Australia like rabbits and foxes have done so much damage to the 
environment. 

12. There was more ………………………………. news for the US with another thousand deaths from COVID-19 
recorded overnight. 

13. Traffic generates a lot of noise and pollution which can be a noticeable ………………………………. into the 
lives of people in urban areas. 
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ANSWER KEY 
 
1. since he was about 18 years old 

2. his hand 

3. almost half by 2070 

4. mangrove trees 

5. As sea levels continue to rise, they have become less effective over time  

6. cyclones more intense 

 
alter, change completely and normally in a positive way transform 
be packed with, be full brim 
distributed irregularly and in different places, separate scattered 
encroachment on intrusion 
flood, overwhelm inundate 
huge, very great in size vast 
made up of small or fine parts, easily upset or affected delicate 
obvious, clear plain 
relating to the sea or the plants and animals that live in the sea marine 
show by one's appearance, become apparent through the 
appearance of symptoms 

manifest 

spread out over a large area sprawl  
succeed, prosper, flourish thrive 
very serious or worrying, depressing grim 
 
 
1. After posting racist remarks on Facebook, the pop star was inundated with hate mail and had to 

close their account. 
2. After struggling in the first few months of being at the new school, the girl soon began to make new 

friends and thrive academically. 
3. After surviving a heart attack, the man underwent a big transformation in terms of lifestyle such as 

giving up smoking and drinking and jogging 10 km every day. 
4. Alzheimer's disease normally manifests as problems with remembering things. 
5. Even though the city had a population of less than a million people, its suburbs sprawled for more 

than 60 kilometres from north to south. 
6. It was plain to all the spectators at the ground that the footballer had suffered a serious injury after 

being tackled heavily. 
7. The Amazon is a vast region that spans across eight countries. 
8. The Great Barrier Reef has a huge variety of marine life, including more than 600 types of soft and 

hard corals and 1625 types of fish. 
9. The island’s coastal waters were once brimming with fish and provided a large amount export 

income. Now the local fishermen could barely catch enough to feed their families 
10. The media company owned more than 20 regional newspapers and radio stations scattered across 

the country. 
11. The relationship between native animals and their habitat can be very delicate. That’s why 

introduced species in Australia like rabbits and foxes have done so much damage to the 
environment. 

12. There was more grim news for the US with another thousand deaths from COVID-19 recorded 
overnight. 

13. Traffic generates a lot of noise and pollution which can be a noticeable intrusion into the lives of 
people in urban areas. 

 


